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 .zp.to/?id=15713287981]( A word of warning, please don't try to replicate this. ~~~ kbr2000 Did you get to finish the quiz? It
said I failed, but the page wasn't loading. mabbo I failed the first time. I tried a second time, skipped past the "What is the name

of the offender?" question, but still got stuck at "What words would you use to describe the perpetrator?" I chose "Terrorist",
but got the following explanation: > Where this crime differs from normal crimes is that we've been there > ourselves and had

the victim's family in our school. So we have much more > context and empathy for what you're going through. We can be
forgiven for > giving you a more accurate description. Ah, thanks. I'd failed too and just noticed that. ------ AcerbicZero In case

anyone is interested, I was working on a version of this for a couple weeks ago. I decided to scrap it when I found out there is
already a "reasonable" (cough) JS library. nathanaldensr This is so awesome, and I love the social/emotional aspect. I am a kid,
but I'm going to play this. Q: Reading a file using a chunk size of a power of 2 I am trying to understand why the read method

using a chunk size of a power of 2. import java.io.*; public class TestRead { public static void main(String[] args) throws
IOException { File file = new File("test.txt"); BufferedReader input = new BufferedReader(new FileReader(file)); int readSize

= 4; String chunk = ""; while(true) { chunk = input.readLine(); 82157476af
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